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A carefully controlled laboratory model study was made of e l ectroma~netic propagation 
between two antennas on t he surface of an imperfectly conducting ground plane over a 
path on which the parameters of t he gro und abruptly change at some point along t he path. 
The experiment was done at X-band frequ encies (10 Gc/s); the m ixed path investigated was 
partly over water and partly over a metallic conductor. The experimental results were 
compared with theoretical work by J . R. Wait; the comparison indicates that Wait's theory 
agrees well with the experi menta l data. 

1. Introduction 

Groundwave propagation over a path along which 
the ground parameters abruptly change from one 
set of values to another has been studied theoretically 
by many persons [Suda, 1954; Kirke, 1949; M illing
ton, 1949; Clemmow, 1953; Bremmer, 1954; Wait, 
1956]. J. R. Wait's [1 956] paper surveys the pre
vious li terature on the subject and gives a formulation 
of the problem in terms of an integral equation. A 
zero order solution was given for this equation. The 
solu tion was compared with earlier theoretical work 
and in particular with the semiempirical formula of 
M illington [1949], the comparison showed good 
agreement with M illington. The solu tion was also 
compared with some experimental data due to 
P. A. Field, t his comparison also showed good agree
ment; but the experimental data available were 
restricted to a narrow range of distances. The 
experimental work reported in t his paper was con
ducted at microwave frequ encies (10 Gels), in th e 
laboratory, and under car efully controlled conditions. 
The mixed path was partly over water and partly 
over a metallic conductor. The experimental results 
are compared with calculations from Wait's theoreti
cal solution . This experimental investigation is not 
an exact scale model of a typical mixed path over 
the earth at lower frequencies ; however, if Wait's 
solu tion were successful at predicting the propaga
tion for this case, it could be applied with somewhat 
greater confidence to cases with other frequencies 
and ground parameters. 
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2. Theory 

The problem considered by Wait is shown in 
figure 1. A cylindrical coordinate system is used. 
The 2= 0 plane coincides with the surface .o~ t~e 
imperfectly conducting ground, and the ongm IS 

located at antenna B. The ground parameters to 
the left of the boundary are (5, t , 110, where 110 is the 
permeability of free space, t is permittivity and (5 is 
conductivity; and to the right of the boundary they 
are (51 , tl, 110· 

If the ground were homogeneous and with param
eters (5, t, 110, then the tangential magnetic field, [-J" 
at A due to a current of I b in antenna B would be 
given by [Wait, 1956].2 

1 '['his work was supported in part by the Uni versity of Colorado, Co uncil 
on Research and in part by the Air Force Cambridge R esearch Laboratories 'MRS units'will be used throughout this paper, aud the timc dependence will 
Contracts AFCRL-62-745, and AFCRL-63- 583. be assumed as_e'"'. 
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where i = -J- 1, (3 = 27r/r.., r.. is free space wavelength, 
hb is t he effective height of antenna B, and '1/ is the 
surface impedance, for a plane wave at grazing 
incidence, of the ground . '1/ is given by 

(2) 

in this relation, a is defined by 

(3) 

where w is the angular frequency. The factor , 
F(ro+ R o, '1/), in (1) is the groundwave attenuation 
function as defined by Norton [1936], it is given by 

F(r, 'I/ )= 1-i2pl/2e - P r co e-q2dq, (4) J q= ipl /2 

where 

i(3r ( '1/ )2 
p= -z 1207r . (5) 

For the case in which the ground is inhomogeneous, 
as shown in figure 1, (1) may be replaced by the 
relation 

F'(ro + R o, 1] , '1/1 ) is an unknown groundwave attenua
tion factor for the mixed path for which part of the 
path, 1'0, is over a surface for which 1] is given by (2), 
and the other part of the pa th, Ro, is over a surface 
for which the surface impedance for a plane wave at 
grazing incidence is given by (2) and (3) with IT and 
~ replaced by IT) and ~l' Wait formulates an integral 
equation for F' (1'o + R o, 1] , 1)1 ) and gives as a zero order 
solution, 

(7) 

where 

(8) 

(9) 

and 

(10) 

~-

This experimental investigation is concerned with 
a path for which ~/to= 49 , IT /wto= 34 and ITI=ro, where 
to is the permittivity of free space (to= 10- 9/367r) . 
For these values, (7) can be expressed in the form 

F' (ro+ R o, 1), 'l/ l) = F(ro+ R o, '1/ ) 

+i (Er!.)1/2 r Ro F (1'0 + 1', 1] ) dr. (11 ) 
7r J o -J(ro+r) (R o-r) 

Using (4), (5), and (11), the quantity IF' Cro+ Ro, '1/ , '1/1) I 
was calculated by a nWl1ericai integration procedure 
for values of ro + Ro ranging from 8.3 to 66.7 wave
lengths. The calculated -values are plotted as solid 
lines in figures 2 to 6. 
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FIG URE 2. M ixed-path gToundwave attenuation junction, IF' I, 
ve1'SliS (ro + Ro)/;\ JOT ro =4.2;\. 

A:Value of (ro+Ro)/A less than TOA implies that Ho/A is negative or that anten na A 
is to t he left of th e boundary (ref. fi g. I). 
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FIGURE 3. Nlixed-path groundwave attentwtion junction, IF' I, 
veTSUS (ro+Ro) / ;\joT ro= 6. 25;\. 

A value of (ro+Ro)/A less than TolA implies that Ro/A is negative or that antenna A 
is to the left of the boundary (ref. fig. 1) . 
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FIGURE 4. Jl![ixed-path groundwave attenuation junction, IF' I, 
versus (ro+&) /i\/or ro=8.33i\. 

A value of (To+ Ro)/X less than TO/A implies that R O/A is negative or that'antenna A 
is to the left.of the boundary (ref. fig. 1). -
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FIG URE 5. Mixed- path gl'oundwave attenuation jlinetion, IF' I, 
versus (ro + Ro) / i\ for ro = 10.4i\. 

A-:value of (ro+ Ro)/X less than TO/A implies that RO/A is negative or that anterula A 
is to the left of the boundary (ref. fig . 1). 
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FIGURE 6. Mixed-path groundwave attenuation junction, IF' I, 
versus (ro + Ro)/i\jor ro = 12.5i\. 

A value of (To+Ro)/A le88 than To/A implies that Ro/A is negative or that antenna A 
is to the left of tbe boundary (ref. fi g. 1). 
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3. Experimental Investigations 

The experimental measurements were made at 
X-band frequencies (1 0 Gc/s) in the laboratory. 
The t ransmitting antenna was a short base fed 
ver tical monopole located approximately at the 
center of a wooden water tank and was positioned 
just above the water surface. The water tank ,vas 
120 wavelengths square and was surrounded by 
absorbing material to prevent reflections. An alumi
num sheet was placed in the t ank at the surface of 
the water and was provided with a positioning mecha
nism so that it could be moved relative to the trans
mitting antenna. The receiving antenn a, a small 
horn, was th en located on the top surface of the 
alwninum sheet and directed toward the transmitting 
an tenna. The receiving horn was movable on the 
aluminum sh eet, therefore the length of the path , 
1'0+ Ro, between the tran smitting and receiving 
antennas could be varied over a substantial range 
and the proportion of the path 'which was over water 
could be varied from about 0.1 to 0.9. Measure
ments were m ade for a nWl1ber of sets of values of 
To and R o. The measuremenLs were proportional to 
Lhe magnitude o[ the vertical compo nen t, E z, of the 
electric field strength at the surface of the aluminum 
sheet which is related to F' (ro+ Ro, TJ , TJI ) to a good 
order of accuracy by 

where 

and 

('= _ ifJl J-/,b 110 
271" 

110= 1-;;'. -V ~o 
The experimental measurements were thus propor
tional to the m ag nit ude o[ the left-hand sideo[ (12). 
Let the constant of propOltionality be c; then the 
experimental measurements, IA(ro+ fl o, 11 , 11 1) I are 
given by 

No attempt was made to calculate the value of clOI, 
but it was determined experimentally. The trans
mitter and receiver were placed along a path com
pletely over water so that 11 = 7) 1 and IF' (1'0 + Ro, 11 , 111 ) I 
is just the magnitude of the ordinary groundwave 
attenuation function IF(To+ Ro, 11) I as can b e obtained 
from (4). Then a single measurement for a known 
value of 1'0+ R o gives a value IA(ro+ Ro, 11, 11) I; and clOI 
can be found from this measured value and from 
IF(ro+ Ro, 11 ) I by (13). In practice it was necessary 
to evaluate c I 01 frequently because changes in the 
power line voltage and in t he equipment temperature 
would change the value of 101. Usually several sets 
of measurements were made for different values of 



To + Ro and the resulting values of c[G[ were averaged. 
After c[G[ was determined, (13) was used to evaluate 
[F'(rO+ R O, 17,171 ) [ in terms of 1'o+ R o and the measured 
quantities [A (ro+ Ro, 1/, 171) [ for cases in which the path 
is partly over water and partly over the aluminum 
sheet. The results of the experimental measure
ments are shown in figures 2 to 6. 

4 . Conclusions 

The experimental data shown in figures 2 to 6 
agree reasonably well with the theoretical data calcu
lated from Wait's solution. It is of interest to note 
the change in the rate at which [F' [ decreases with 
increasing distance. The rate of decrease becomes 
less when traversing a boundary across which the 
conductivity increases. In some cases (such as the 
one considered here) [F' [ actually increases with in
creasing distance for a range of values of distance. 
This is called the recovery effect; it is clearly evident 
in both the experimental and the theoretical data. 
In this investigation the sm-face to the right of the 
boundary in figure 1 is assumed to have an infinite 
conductivity; therefore the recovery effect would be 
expected to be rather large, and the experimental 
measurements show this to be true. It would also be 
expected that [F' [ would approach a constant value 
as distance increases without limit because power 
losses in the plane can occur only between antenna B 
and the boundary and this distance (ro) remains 

constant as Ro increases. The experimental measure
ments of [F' [ do seem to approach a limit as distance 
increases although this cannot definitely be concluded 
because of the limited range of distances over which 
measurements were made. 

It may be said that Wait's theory agrees r easonably 
well with the experimental data in this particular 
case , and therefore it may be expected that the theory 
could be applied with good results to other cases of 
propagation over mixed paths. 
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